Pathways and
Partnerships to
Accelerated
Emissions
Reduction in
Indonesian
Provinces

The Connected Places Catapult
accelerates smarter living and travelling in
and between the places of tomorrow.
We focus on growing businesses with
innovations in mobility services and the
built environment that enable new levels
of physical, digital and social
connectedness.

VISION 2045
The UK government via its FCDO (Foreign and
Commonwealth
Development
Office)
has
commissioned this project undertaken by CPC as a
landscape assessment to support Indonesia’s ambition
to reduce carbon emissions and reach ‘Net Zero’ by
2060, aligning with Indonesia’s Vision 2045, while
seeking opportunities to boost commercial, trade and
institutional links between UK and Indonesia partners.

Indonesia is increasingly focusing on reducing
emissions, responding to climate change and building
its status as a regional and global power. This makes it
an opportune time for the UK and Indonesia to build
closer ties around this shared agenda.

Report
Overview
Post-COP26, we are creating a
legacy to showcase the great
progress made in this area to
date in both countries.

This study connects the environment of innovation, 4
driven by Indonesia’s Vision 2045, with practical
applications around clean growth and carbon emissions
reduction.
It will help foster:
➢ Partnership opportunities for academia and
sciences

➢ Trade and Investment opportunities for UK
and Indonesian businesses
➢ Knowledge Sharing and best practice
between both countries

Drivers of Indonesia’s opportunity to shift to a low emissions path
Urban Distribution

Inherited Assets
Political frameworks
New catalysts

Pace of urbanisation: many dynamic secondary
city markets across multiple provinces

Multiple hubs of research and innovation across
second cities

Untapped renewable energy potential
(geothermal, hydropower, solar)
Maturing decentralised governance, more
sources of leadership
Major public transport dividend on the way (BRT
and rail)

Track record of international exchange and
openness
Impetus of new capital city as urban laboratory
Confidence in pilots to commercialise and scale
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Challenges and Opportunities for Businesses

Five
Provincial
Profiles

Connected Places Catapult

Applying an
emissions reduction
framework to
Indonesian cities
and provinces
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Understanding what kinds of interventions are appropriate or desirable
in Indonesia’s five provinces in order to accelerate the journey to clean
growth, and therefore the role the UK may play in supporting this
journey, depends on a deeper grasp of the unique context of each of
these regions, including the potential opportunity areas for innovation
and partnerships, and the challenges they may face.

Assets and systems
cities inherit

The maturity and
dynamism of clean
growth innovation
investment

The scope and
ambition of clean
growth strategies

The size, scale and
mix of current
clean growth
projects

DKI Jakarta

Jakarta is taking the most effective and far-reaching steps to reduce emissions and realise low carbon
development. It is expected to remain primary entry point for international business for at least next
10 years. This reflects its accumulated economic and political expertise, accrued over many years as a
regional economic powerhouse, but also enduring status as a global trade gateway.
Stronger prospects
for UK entry

Big moves by the province

$1.7 bn MRT extension connecting
Kampung Bandan and Lebak Pulus. Land
acquisition for new East-West branch.
113ha of transport-oriented development
projects + creation of 20 new sub centres.
$40bn Integrated Coastal Development
program. Sea wall to protect against floods.
Planned LRT Jabodetabek to connecting the
Jakarta metropolitan area, including the city
of Bekasi
Ambitions to reduce waste production by
30% and increase waste treatment by 70%
Aim to multiply by 5 the length of
TransJakarta routes
Electrification of 10,000 TransJakarta buses
by 2030
Construction of a high-speed rail link across
Java between Jakarta and Bandung by
CREC
$250m planned for 4 waste to energy plants

Promising pilots and smaller
business-led initiatives
Electrification of 5000 ride hailing motorbikes
by Gojek
Integration of payments for public transport
by JakLingo
Low energy building design in the Thamrin 9
complex by PGW
Climate change was made a priority for
development planning and budgeting in
2019
Provincial government seeking investment
partners for a refuse derived fuel pilot in
Bantar Gebang
Tebet Eco Park restored ecological space
opened to residents by PT Astra Land
Indonesia
Clean Air Partnership with Bloomberg
Philanthropies and Vital Strategies to
enhance availability of air quality data

West Java

West Java’s efforts mainly focus on transport and energy, which together account for nearly half of
emissions. Large transport rail networks and several energy megaprojects are planned, especially in
geothermal, where the province has the largest potential in the country.

Bali

As the centre of tourism in Indonesia, and attracting 4 million visitors per year, Bali is focusing on the synergy
between the visitor economy and sustainability. It has made significant progress on zero plastics and
renewable energy legislation, driven by a desire to become more energy self-sufficient and reduce its
reliance on coal from Java.
Stronger prospects
for UK entry

Big moves by the province

Promising pilots and smaller
business-led initiatives

BAPPENAS and LCDI developing Provincial
Low Carbon Development Plan

Low-carbon buildings pilot in Denpasar and
Gianyar regency with GBPN

Streamlined building permit requirements to
encourage uptake of solar (all new buildings
>500m2)

Methane capture at waste processing sites

Clean Energy Policy accelerating adoption
of low carbon buildings

Electric motorcycle pilot run by Ministry of
Industry in partnership with Grab and Gojek
involving 400 bikes

500KW Waste to Energy Plant (in proposal
stages)
Electric bus system and autonomous rail link
connecting airport to Denpasar City
(developed using Chinese technology)
$40m luxury eco-tourism destination,
Anantara Ubud Bali

EV-only zone in Kuta beach resort

Installation of 77 EV charging stations
across Bali in partnership with Hyundai
Bali Plastic Exchange offers residents rice in
exchange for plastic waste with government
support, collecting 600 tonnes a year

Central Java

Outside of its urban areas, the highly rural province of Central Java has an economy focused on
agriculture. The capital, Semarang, is a manufacturing and logistics hub, although with a growing
financial sector including regional HQ offices of numerous international and national banks.

Stronger prospects
for UK entry

Big moves by the province

300KW solar plant at Waduk Jatibarang
Outline business case for $1bn, 9 corridor
78km LRT system, with committed funding
from government and private sector
Preparation of a provincial emissions
reduction strategy with BAPPENAS
800KW of waste to energy plants (Pyrolysis,
gasification and bio-digestion) province-wide
435km Semarang to Jakarta high speed rail
to begin construction in 2023
$64m Solo-Semarang Rail line, built by the
Ministry of Transportation
Ban on plastic bags in Semarang
Ambition to generate >20% of energy from
renewables by 2025

Promising pilots and smaller
business-led initiatives
Mapping of the market for rooftop solar
power with the Ministry of Energy and
natural resources
World Bank exploring the electrification of
Semarang’s bus fleets
BRT feasibility study in Semarang underway
Subsidy to retrofit Trans Semarang buses
with CNC hybrid engines, with support from
Japan
Micro hydro pilot project using the river
network in collaboration with Japan
International Cooperation Agency
National pilot project for Refuse-Derived
Fuels (RDF) in Cilacap
75 KW City Hall Solar Roof installation by
Mayoral Decree
Installation of 20 new EV charging stations
each year, by PT JPEN

East Java

East Java is highly rural with population is heavily concentrated in and around Surabaya, Indonesia’s
second city. Surabaya is home to Indonesia’s main hub port and so manufacturing and logistics play a
crucial role in the region's economy. It has undergone rapid urbanisation which has led to the
redevelopment of slum areas and a renewed focus on high-capacity transport infrastructure.

Stronger prospects
for UK entry

Big moves by the province

Proposed autonomous tram line as a
collaboration between Leeds Institute of
Transport Studies and the Ministry of Transport
Surabaya green infrastructure initiative incentives for private developers to increase
green space

Promising pilots and smaller
business-led initiatives
2 new cycle lanes integrated with park and
ride schemes
Feasibility studies for BRT supported by
German Society for International
Cooperation

Build out of $337m Surabaya commuter rail to
connect satellite regions, supported by
German Society for International Cooperation

3 new park and ride locations built by city
government and the Department of
Transport

5 new bus routes in 2022 added by the City
Transportation Service, doubling the number of
bus routes

Waste-to-electricity pilot plant built by
Surabaya City Government with PT. Organic
Sources

Proposed $6bn Surabaya-Jakarta semi-high
speed rail link.

Next Steps:
Collaboration
The Opportunity to leverage UK Expertise in
Indonesia’s Journey to Clean Growth
• Driving the transition to low carbon urban
energy
• Ensuring high-capacity urban mobility
• Developing a low carbon-built environment
• Financing clean growth for future
Indonesian cities

Recommended areas for UK-Indonesia partnership
1. Direct and joint capacity building of both local and provincial
governments to tackle climate change.

2. Systems and incentives design on how to integrate the next cycle of
transport infrastructure.
3. Support viable new technologies to commercialise post-pilot.
4. Mobility, land-use and usage data tracking to support large scale
systems improvements.
5. Knowledge management systems to convert data into outcomesoriented metrics.
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